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Forum .features executive candidates.' - . , " .....
Suggestions for improving rela-
tions between BSU students and
ASBSU took a variety of-forms,
An ASBSUexecutive ticket forum Farnsworth said organization was the
Friday in the SUB's Union Street key to getting students involved with
Cafe brought pledges to help the their government. Starr said ASBSU
library, opposition to student fee in- did not have it handle on things am!
creases and a variety of campaign said "noone knows what's going on:'
promises.' Starr said the-integral factor is "in- .
Sponsored by the election board, teracting with the students and in-
the forum allowed candidates for teracting with the community.' He
ASBSU president and vice-president said this was an opportunity to help
to field' prepared questions from out the comnulnlty and help out the
moderator John Groesbeck and . school.
spontaneous questions from the Bilyeu said better communication
.audience. . wasthe way to improve relations bet-
All of. the candidates said they ween the students and ASBSU.
were opposed. to.. the proposed Students need to know what's going
athletic fee increases with the excep- on, she said, adding that they need
tion of presidential candidate Rick to see productive output.
Farnsworth. Vogt said students "don't know a
Farnsworth said the support of the lot about it:' He said he and Hether-
Bronco Athletic-Association has been . ington have plans. to implement a
a benefit to the academic portion of direct mailing program at the cost of
th~~:S:~~~:~~i candidat~' Valencia ··$II~.to $500 per y~ar:'vogt said. he- ~ Umbrellas come out again -as ifolseans endure a wetter-than-averagespring:These"students hurry toc!liss'"
mailings dwOUlhdI~clud~ calendar , on the sidewalk in front of the Library. Students may han noticed. an increase in the level of the Boise River.
Bilyeu said she would not support events an w at IS going on at' .
any fee increase unless it was sup- ASBSU.' . .
ported by a majority of the student When asked how they plan to help fice. Stark said that the fact that he people to work together would help
body. . the library, Bilyeu cited her work with knows people in the Senate and can him in the position.
When questioned whether they the "We Love Our Library" fund- work cooperatively with them is to Among the campaign platforms,
would support a fee hike as opposed raiser: "My opinion:' she said, "is we his benefit. . Farnsworth stressed organization as,
to cutting programs, presidential can- need 'to have more periodicals and Craig Leonard, running with the key to revitalizing ASBSU. Farns-
didate John SHirr said his objective update the equipment:' .: '. Valencia Bilyeu, cited his com- WOrthadded that he and his running
is to keep the quality of education in- .. Yoguiaid he had,.participi\ted i.IL,;!J1.unicatiol} and organilat~on."skills" mate plan to survey Idaho residents
tact. He said ile would not support: the Great Scholars program to raise and his abillty to 'wcirkwith people. . to .determine how the public feels
a fee hike unless itwent to.the whole money for the library and .added Hetherington said his experience in about higher education and' if they
university. Vice presidential can- there was a need to "go out and raise with the chair of the senate as the would support a sales tax increase for
didate. David Stark, filling in.for his .funds:' He also said he and Hether- ..him fill the job. He likened the higher education. '. '
running mate Craig Spjute, said other ington ,plan to work to make. the ASBSU Senate to a floating' ship Bilyeu said she would attempt to
campus needs must be taken care of Simplot/Micron Center technology with the chair of the Senate as the provide an ethical, responsible, pro-
before an athletic fee increase is available to students. Such aconnec- captain. Hetherington said the cap- ductive administration that would be
allowed. He mentioned fixing roofs tion, Vogt said, would provide BSU tain needs to know the procedure and an outspoken voice for the students.
around campus and supporting the students' with access to eastern added that his experience with Starr described his campaign as ex-
efforts to aid the library. university libraries. ASBSU has familiarized him with panding the imaginative horizons of
Presidential candidate Karl Vogt Starr said his ticket would support that procedure. ASBSU.' "What we want to do is
said he and his running mate John seeking private funding from the Vice presidential candidate Dave bring some imagination to ASBSlJ.'
Hetherington have never supported community. Kester, running with Farnsworth, said
an athletic fee increase and would not The vice' presidential candidates his experience as president of his
support such a hike next year or in were asked what they thoughttheir fraternity, his experience with
six years. . greatest asset was infulfilling the of- organizations and his abilities to get
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News
He said he would steer clear of all
"special interest stuff" His running
mate Keiser expanded on the ticket's
proposal to increase internship op-
portunities for BSU students. He said
the city government, KBSU, Channel
. 47 (the public access channel) and the
Sirnplot/Micron Center woiild all'
provide opportunities for creating
more student internships.
Vogt said the theme of his and
Hetherington's campaign was "the .
students:' He cited his own and
Hetherington's five' years of ex-
perience with ASBSU as a means of
effectively handling the jobs and said
a legal services program and student
scholarship program were among the
ticket's objectives. .
"
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Resignations requested
Andrus, tosses hat into .ring
by Stephen J. Grant
The University News
.drus and his wife, Carol, at the Boise
Air Service Terminal at noon where
the former Idaho governor met brief-
ly with reporters and then flew to
Nampa as part of a day-long swing
through seven Idaho cities.
"I'm running because our
economic decline must be reversed,
the deterioration of our educational
system must be halted and because
Calling for an end to Idaho's
economic decline and the deteriora-
tion of the state's educational system,
Cecil D. Andrus announced his can-
didacy for governor of Idaho
Monday.
, About 400 supporters greeted An-
• by Mark Peters
The University News
I believe I have the vision and the
foresight to deal with Idaho's pro-
blems:' Andrus said.
Andrus told reporters that
rebuilding the state's economy is tied
directly to educational needs. "There
was a time when our educational
system in Idaho was on' solid
footing:' he said. "We have lost
ground:'
. Idaho's revenue system is no longer
'working, according' to Andrus.
"Now, state government lurches
from one financial crisis to .the
next," Andrus said. .
. "Our .traditional industries-e-
" agriculture, timber and mining-are
hurting and must be stabilized:' An-
'oms said. Workmust begintoex-
pand markets for Idaho pi,oduets. at-.
tract' new businesses to the state and .
help small businesses alreadyherehe
'.' said. . . .
"Lately we've 'been seeing . the
politics of arrogance, as praeticedby
the fringe elements that GontroLthe .
. state'legislature;' Andrus said: "They'
have not been .leaders or: problem,
..s.olvers.~They've been part 'of the
'.problem:' . . '. '
, .... A.ndrus was ·first elected govern.oi
. 'of Idaho iitJ970 and again'inl974.
In 1977he ..resignedlqe.··state'"stop,
Special education professors Mary
..Anne Wheeler and Maria Collins
were recently asked to resign by the
College of Education administration.
Wheeler, who has taught at BSU
since August of 1985, said that after'
being asked to resign, she received a
letter on Feb. 27 stating that her con-
tract for next year would not be
renewed. .' .
Collins, who is" a ..second year
teacher at BSU, said that as of now,'
she still holds her' contract.
Both Wheeler and Collins said
they were asked for their resignations'
because of their support and'involve-
ment in teaching the direct instruc-:
.-.:~.: i·. , .. '. - ~./ ,
workshop" will include .lectures on
..anatomy; fitness ilijuries, administra-
tionissues, conditioning with hand
weights, yoga and new work-out
ideas.
For more information, contact
Gwen Hyatt at (801) 753-5302.
~, ..•.. "'.....
[ ....-nrBrief·
~CamplJs.-.-."-..~.----....---. ~~--------------.;.....;..---
. WQ'rksh~pfor instructors
.to be held 'AprU 4 and 5
... A Continuing Education
workshop for aerobic fitness and
dance-exercise instructors will be held
April 4 and 5, in the SUB Nez Perce
Room.
The Friday workshop begins at 1
p.m. and. covers programming for
senior adults. The Saturday
Test yourself.
Which early pregnancu test is as
easy to read asred, no-white,yes?
Which is a simpleone-step test?
,Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98%accurate, as accurate
asmanu hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable for convenience
, and privacy?
isnI(Jlna~ nOA
·l~IJ aJ,noA
Seminar set
Stete
McClure seeks educator
·Idaho Sell. Jim McClure announc-
ed that he is accepting applications
l for his Visiting Professional Pro-
gram for Idaho educators this
summer.
The program, which began in
1984, offers an Idaho educator the
opportunity to work in McClure's
Washington, D.C., office for four to
five weeks.
"The goal of the program is to pro-
vide an Idaho teacher the opportuni-
tyto learn first-hand what resources
are' available in Washington:'
McClure said, "and to gather in for"
mation that can be used in the
classroom"
Applicants must submit a resume,
listing their education and teaching
background, as well as names, ad-
, '
dresses. and telephone numbers of
three references. Also required of ap-
plicants is a two- to three-page letter
describing, what they. would like to
achieve in the program, and how the
experience would apply to the
: classroom.
McClure said the educator should
plan to be in Washington for a por-
tion ofthe summer's Congressional
session, between June and August.
The visiting professional will receive
a stipend of $250 per week during his
or her stay;
Interested Idaho educators should
send their applications to Mcciure's
Washington office: 361 Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C., 20510~
tions, The participating states are
Alaska, Arizona, California,· Hawaii,
Idaho; Montana, Nevada, New Mex-
ico, Oregon, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming.
The WICHE program' provides
better access to selected programs,
reduced tuition, and special admis-
sion preference.
For more information on the
WICHE program, contact the
Career Planning and Placement Of-
fice, Room 123 of the Administra-
tion Building, or call 385-1747.
"Check out the
classlfleds-
Nationa/~---------~-
Reduced tuition offered
To protect you,
calls ch~ed to
your number will
have to meet with
your approval.
The Western Interstate Commis-
sion for Higher Education is offer-
ing qualified residents of 12 western
states the opportunity to attend 90
graduate programs at reduced tuition
rates.
Students pay resident tuition at
public institutions or substantially
reduced tuition at private institu-
Oil March 25, the YWCA will
present a four-week advanced
managerial workshop for women,
called "Reaching for the Top."
The seminar will be taught by
Susan Goodman, who" has 19
years of management experience
in the petroleum and transporta-
tion industries. Goodman will
discuss practical processes" to
assess emotional. priorities,elicit
conflict resolution and facilitate
healthy attainable goals..
.",Thdee for the.wDrkshop is $70
for YWCA members, and $80 for
the general public. Register at the
YWCA, 720 W. Washington. For
further information, call
343-3688.
Class to begin
The Outdoor Adventure Program is
offering a lifesaving class at the BSU
pool beginning March 22.
The course will be held from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 22, 23, 29
and 30, with' an evening class on
March 28. Participants must be able
to swim 500 yards non-stop.
The cost for the class is $45 and
registration will be conducted in
room 209 of the Gym. For more in-
formation, call 385-1570 cr 385-~951.
We want to protect you from fraud or mistakenl,
ha\'inglong distance c,llIs hilled to vour numher So \\:e
require veriflcation on all pay phone calls hilled to a thin
number. That means if your number is to he hilled. an
operator will ask either vou or someone at vour home or
business to aPRI].¥e each call when it's made. If the line
. is husy or Iloho'tly answers, the operator won't complete
ihe call.
If you place a third number 'call vourself, \OU do
,have billingalternatives. \ilU can call collect or jla\' Illr it
ill coin. The fastest, easiest way. however; is to charge the
call to a ~Iountain Bell Calling Card"
. But should someone want to charge a call to \(IU.
.wc'llmake sureilmeets withyourapl)rm;al. That \\';1\'.
calls you don't want to pay for aren't made at your exp~nse
',For theWay you live.
,@,,'
Mountain,BeII
NURSESRANK
WITH US.
The Army treats their nurses
with respect. We appreciate the
'tremendous time and dedication
you've devoted [0 your profession,
So when you join the Army,
you join us as a nurse, and as an
officer. You'll be commissioned
With the rank of Second lieuten-
ant in the U.S. Army, And as such,
you'll be accorded all the respect
and responsibility due an officer,
,As an Army Nurse, you'll
be an important member of the
Army Medical Team, working
with first, rate physicians, dieti-
cians, physical therapists,
dentists, pharmacists, and other."
professionals, "
You'll be.encouraged to fur'
ther your professional growth,
both in gaining advanced degrees
and through practical experience,
And you'll be rewarded well
for your efforts. Good pay, travel,
and a liberal bene~ts package,
,including uniform allowance; on-
post hopsing or housing allow-
ance, and medical care,are all part
of being an Army Nurse. '
Talk roan A~my NurSe '",",
Corps Recruiter to find Qut how
toql.ialify." ,·.Call (80l) "524- '
4568:(.collect):'
---CampusNetv$
. ..'
Stud.enlsface wllhdrawalfor,overdue holds
" '
~.......
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News
More thanSOO letters were sent to
currently enrolled BSU students in
late February notifying them of a
hold placed on their registrations and
the possibility of administrative
withdrawal if those obligations were
not cleared,' according to Dean of
Admissions Dr. Guy Hunt
Hunt said the students notified
were allowed until Feb. 27 to clear the
obligations. Those neglecting to do
so were sent a certified letter March
3 indicating the possibility of ad:
ministrative withdrawal. '
"The certified letters will give them
until the 17th of March;' Hunt said.
He estimated outstanding obliga-
tions of currently enrolled students
'and former students to be In excess
of $200,000.
Seventeen campus offices and
departments have the power to issue
registration holds and instigate ad-
ministrative withdrawal procedures,
according to the university policy.
The Admissions Office is responsi-
ble for coordinating, writing and
mailing the related notices. In order
for a department to issue a registra-
tion hold, they must submit the stu-
dent's name to the Admissions Of-
fice. For the administrative
withdrawal process, the Admissions
Office must receive a written request
from the department or office seek-
ing to have a student withdrawn,
Hunt said.
According to the policy, registra-
tion holds and adminstrative
withdrawal can only arise from debts
or obligations established during the
previous semester. However, a student
can be subject to, immediate admin-
sitrative withdrawal when considered
issued-are for delinquent National
Direct Student Loan payments. The
loan office sent' notification of 48
registration holds and 20 certified let-
ters, according to Admissions Office
records.
Moran said his main concern is the
,funding .source of student loans. The
majority of the funds used to make
student loans come from the repay-
ment of earlier loans, he said. '
The student loan office sends ap-
proximately 50 certified letters each
semester, he said" but only 3, to 4
students are actually withdrawn.
Student loan registration holds"
prompted one student to pay $S5(:1in
delinquent payments, he said.
One area the university policy does
Stephen J. 'Grant I Unlvei$lty News not address is outstanding obliga-
Both sides of both these aisles of books represent the number of books overdue last year. Overdue materials tions owed by individuals no longer
are references which are unavailable to other students. Currently enrolled and former students owe about $200,000. enrolled at BSU. Hunt said the
to be dangerous to himself, others or notices" before a hold is placed on time, but only if they are made before various offices or departments in-
university property. a student's registration or the ad- the deadline. volved do have a legal recourse, but
"Our policing of this policy is on- ministrative withdrawal process is "I don't like to withdraw people the university is reluctant to take ac-
Iy of a prior semester;' Hunt said. started. . from school;' she said. tion against former students.
While most of the obligations Richeson said the library first Richeson cited the case, of one Grievances have arisen from the
prompting registration holds and ad- sends computer notices to students graduating senior with '40 overdue university's policy. Hunt cited one
ministrative withdrawal come from of their overdue materials or ac- books, the fines totaling $1,357. She case in which a woman was nearly
the library and the student 'loan of- cumulating fines. This, she said, said that if the student would return withdrawn because of her daughter's
fice, Hunt said not all obligations are "allows' time to get the materials the books, the bill would be reduced unmet obligations ..
of a financial nature, A registration back:' adding that the library allows to the fines, or $400. A proposal is currently in the
hold may be issued for lack of a a "whole semester before a hold is But, she said, such neglect is a works to place responsibility of
transcript or test scores, according to issued:' "blatant abuse of the system:' - notification with the office seeking
'the policy. ' ' , ' ' '''The majority of the people had According to Admissions Office registration holds or adminstrative
No policy exists tomonitor what liiils before December,' she said. records, the library requested 219 withdrawals. Under the policy,
obligations are worthy of registration ' "The second notice indicates the 'registration holds this semester, with students would be prevented from
holds or administrative withdrawalsj, ',cost, of replacing the books or 60 certified letters sent to those completing their registration until
Hunt said. ; ,'. ;'::':,;:, ':' -~'aterials and the amount of fines ac- students not returning booksor pay- their obligations were met, Hunt
"No office monitors reasonable' cumulated, Richeson said. If the stu- ing fines. During the fall semester, said. ,
compliance:' he said. -', , ,dent returns the books, she said, the the library instigated seven ad- The measure is currently being
The number of notices sent prior; , 'bill is reduced to cover the overdue ministrative withdrawals. discussed and must be approved 'by
to issuing a registration hold is 'also' fines. The student loan office also uses university faculty and administration
up to the individual department or She urged students notified of pro. the registration hold and ad- and the State Board of Education
office, he said. blems to contact her at the main cir- ministrative withdrawal processes. " before going on the books, he said.
Library Circulation Manager Julie culation desk. Arrangements can be Student loan, manager Ronald' '
Richeson said she sends "plenty of made to pay bills over a period of Moran said the biggest share of holds
~'
I
~'
t
~.
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ASBSUficketendorsed
on ,experience, perspective'
As '/ See /t
In endorsing an ASBSU executive ticket, The University News editorial staff narrowed the
, selective criteria toI) a realistic perspective of what the positions entail and the power therein
and 2) experience. After careful consideration of information gathered during interviews and
candidate forums, we unanimously support Karl Vogt and John Hetherington for ASBSU presi-
dent and vice-president. ,
The first criteria, a realistic perspective of the jobs and .the pOwer of those positions, im-
mediately eliminated at least two of the five executive tickets. To profess an intent to improve
the university's internship program is not the province of ASBSU higher-ups, nor, do we feel,
should it be. While attempting to poll Idaho residents on education and urging the legislation
, , .to-pass a sales tax increase for the specific use of higher education is certainly, ambitious and
admirable, it is an unrealistic proposal. Anyone following the moves of the current legislative
session will realize that our lawmakers have had a hard enough time getting a sales tax in-
crease through for the benefit of the entire state budget, not to mentionhigher education.
Or what about one ticket's proposal that the BSU parking problem can be solved by building
a high-rise parking co_mplex?Where, pray tell, do they expect to get the funds for such a pro-
ject? Not to mention the fact that such complexes are noted for cultivating such criminal
behavior as rape, mugging and robbery.
In addition, many of the executive ticket candidates sing the praise of gelling students in-
volved in their governmental, process, We do not dispute that such involvement is beneficial,
but we do wonder how such an objective can be effectively carried out, or if, in fact, that is
the responsibility of the ASBSU leadership. We also found it distressing that some tickets en-
dorsed selecting staff members based on their area of study, a practice we felt would result
in negatively keyholing interested students and perhaps even deterring involvement. Vogt and
Hetherington's proposals, i.e, student use of the Simplot/Micron Center, the establishment
of an "intermediary board" to act as an arbiter between the parking administration and the
students and their ASBSU direct-mail information project to let the students know what is
going on, are-all realistic, achievable goals.
The second criteria; experience, is less muddy. Most of the candidates have had some degree
of leadership experience. Some have even had experience in ASBSU. But, as Vogt and Hether-
ington pointed out in the executive candidate forum Friday, of the seven years'experience
in ASBSU among all the candidates, their ticket can claim five. The logical procedure for becom-
ing an executive in any governmental process is to work through the ranks and familiarize
oneself with the specifics of that organization .. Vogt and Hetherington have done this. The
last thing ASBSU needs is a president and vice-president floundering around during tlreir first
semester in office trying to figure out just exactly how the system works. Remember, these
are the individuals responsible for administrating $250,000 worth of students' money. While·
a few of the tickets can claim ASBSU experience, none can-match the level of the Vogt/Hether-
ington ticket.
Lastly, the Vogt and Hetherington ticket has been able, to a certain degree, to sidestep one
of the basic problems of the American political system, ambiguity. They have clearly stated
their objectives and equally clearly explained how they intend to go about fulfilling those ob-
jectives. Unfortunately, the other executive tickets have not so clearly expressed their methods
for getting campaign promises completed. It is possible that Karl and John will not be able
to fill all their campaign promises either, but at least the voters have a notion of the methods
they intend to try. A few weeks ago The University News challenged this spring's candidates
to say something worth listening to and urged the students to listen to what the candidates
had to say. Vogt and Hetherington have met that challenge. Their experience and their realistic
perception of what ASBSU leadership entails and what can be achieved through ASBSU are
deserving of your vote. Likewise, the ASBSU deserves the experienced and reasonable govern-'
ment that the Vogt and Hetherington ticket can provide.
Grades: no big deal
ter than others. Grades are a poor barometer
of assessing a person's creativity, intellect, etc.
Occupational burnout.is a term often used' It is a person who is hired, not a transcript
to describe the malady afflicting people who transcript loaded with good grades.
work the same eight-to-five job day in and day The standard testing system used in
out. The term also could be .used aptly to thousands of classrooms is seriously obsolete.
describe what-students suffer during spring A new way to gauge subject comprehension
semester mid-terms; the winding down of the needs to introduced-cone without the currently
school year and the resulting panic to go out used, anxiety-provoking, memory retention
, in a blaze of glory grade-wise. format.
The pressure to get good grades, to be tops, One possible solution would be to have. the
is intense and unrelenting. Students are told student and the professor meet in a bar. While
that when graduation rolls around and cor- relaxing over a couple of pitchers of beer, the
porate recruiters are interviewing and resumes student could tell the prof everything he orshe
arc sent out, good grades are the important learned and got out of the class. The prof
criteria. The line students arc given is that com- would say, "Yeah, that's all I got out of it too
petition is stiff and you'd better have an irn- and yeah, that pretty much covers the subject"
pressive GPA or you'll get beat out fora chance No pressure to perform on the spot. Also, this
at that entry level job. Welcome to the rat race. new way of testing would aid in creating a
There is something wrong with the system lifelong bond of friendship between faculty
when the grades on your transcript decide and students.
whether you even get your foot through the It is just one of a thousand possibilities and
door for an interview. Grades are hardly a it would sure beat the hell out of of sitting in
reflection of a student's worthiness or poten- some classroom at 7:40 a.m. under harsh
tial. It is a fact that grades only reflect what fluorescent lights with sweat beading on your
someone has memorized and is able to write forehead trying to remember which orie of the
on atest and some people can take tests bet- Marx Brothers was the communist.
Letters-----------.;..------~---------
by Steve F. l,yon
The University News
changed my mind. Indeed, no one at BSU has babies and children in Vietnam and
yet sufficiently praised the military for its con- Afghanistan:
tributions to the life of the mind in the twen- In economics, the Pentagon and the Kremlin
tieth century, so let me mention just a few of have made astonishing mental leaps. They
those intellectual advances. have shown that a price absurdly high for
The twentieth-century military has progress- civilians-say $400 for an ordinary hammer-c-
ed beyond old-fashioned ethics by is not too much to pay in order to keep a I am sorry to sec that The University News
demonstrating that men, women, and children military-industrial complex happy and healthy. has jumped on the gay rights bandwagon. It
Until some recent meetings of BSU's Facul- are all equal. At least in the destruction of Related military ideas have advanced the field seems undignified for an institution of higher
ty Senate and a recent issue of The University Guernica, the rocket attacks on London, the of social work, for our armies have shown us learning to take a stand on any aspect of sex-
News brought me to my senses, I suffered firebombings of Dresden and Tokyo, and the that it is better for the Soviet people to go ual activity, whether it is who isdoing it or with
from the delusion that although ROTC should nuclear' devastation of Hiroshima and without meat' than for the Red Army to do whom or how many partners is the norm. Tak-
perhaps be allowed on campus (just as church Nagasaki, military men treated everyone without a new tank; and Americans have ing an editorial stand on its students" sexual
groups can advertise their extracurricular of- equally by slaughtering babies and children as learned that half a million or, more of us ,activities might justify calling a.university an
ferings), surely no more than a few hours, if well as men and women. And warriors of the- , should have to sleep on the streets before we' institution of lower learning.
any, of academic credit should be granted for U.S. and U.S.S.R. have reaffirmed that prin- even suggest cutting a penny of the budget for I believe that,like creationism, homosexuali-
courses that consist of military training. But ciple of "equal treatment for all" by their chemical and biological weapons. ty has no place in the classroom. Teachers are
thanks to BSU's military supporters, I have. napalm and chemical attacks on peasant The military's supreme intellectual achieve- not ministers, nor arc they sex therapists. Why.;';,71 U·· ment, however, is in the area of theology. As should they have these responsibilities? In re-
1~,:;,~.::::,,;,:%Wtl@,<fJiifJ~..t,¥y.tJfR·; ....,,1,£(' 1.~1.1J ' ( 4...' '~,l (~),/$' :~::~~:~~~~ :i~~I;~~~t~~~fr~:lir~~ ~~i~~~~:::~et~ti~~~c~e~s~~:';bj~:jsectt~~a~eob~:~'" •. perhaps all-of humankind in a matter of beyond educational' requirements. Shouldhours, they demonstrate that God apparently teachers have to do abortion counseling ordoes not intervene directly-in human affairs- alcohol counseling? Obviously if students have00 ' . ;. '. instead, He give us absolute free choice, even problems because of homosexual tendencies or
I,
" "','.: the choice of ending life' forever and thus pregnancy or alcoholism, there arc outside
, < .perpetrating the ultimate blasphemy. agencies. or services .that will be happy to
" The University News staff Edit J . F lkni M. 'Ed It would be unfair, however, to say that the counsel them. I believe the role of teachers
~I',~ Decker: Copy Editors, RuSS;1lG~~rd,~~::n ~~m~e;~n; ';,~::;~hi:,o~te~~i:~ military deserves all the credit for these great should be to make referrals or suggestions to
:-tf: J. Grant; Layoul Chief, Gordon Schwenk;'Business Manager" Richard Bollum; intellectual achievements .. Almost all of us students but not try to be ail authority or ex-
ilf.8 Ad Manager, KellyMcGee;News Edilor, Steve F. Lyon; Spons Edilor, Chris have either applauded or. stood by siiently pert on every type of problem. This would
Wal~on;Reponm,Matthew Bailey,DavidBeckman,CurtisCooley,CaryDriskell; while the armed juggernauts of all the COn- amount to teaching their' personal opinion as
Anglt;Hepp1er,:Lauri~Hobbs, Domi,niqueD. Oldfield, Mark Peters, Joel San- tinents havechariged the way we think about fact, and publiceducatiori'i:an do without the
da, BillSharp,G'\leWllberger;Pholographers, Chris Butler,MitchMiller,'Lavoul, I'e Th . k G d
D bb J N J he.. an,'. 0 we are not among those arguments this would su.re'ly cause.e y unes,. an,ette Johnson, Carol ,Phillips;Advertising Staff, Lisa Shultz, I . - h
G d S h
~
T b' neutra natIOns suc as Switzerland and I have had I'-tup to"here' wI'th'the' arg'um'entor on c ,wen ~;,ypesel1t;rs, De by Junes, Lisa Sorensen; Cartoonisl, Robin S d h .. '
Grube: Office ecretary. Lisa Schaefer: Dislribulion, Fred Bartel. we en were UnIversitIes have been so remiss that many famous people who made great con-
The University N~ws publishesweeklyonWednesdaysduring the'falland spring , in teaching the military approach to thought tributions to society were homosexual. It was
semesters. The paper distributes 8,000copies on campus and 5,()(}0copies in the that not a'single war has been fought in those not because they were homosexual they were
Boise.community.TheNews isan exclusivelystudent-runorganization.Comments, 'countries for decades. We can only hope that famous. The homosexual act does not take any
questions or letters to the editor can be mailed to: TheUniversilyNews, Boise ROTC will help us instill in BSU'sstudents a great admirable skill. There have been many
StateUniversity,1910UniversityDrive,Boise,Idaho; 83725.Our officesarc located zealous and unqueslioning patriotism before famous h..e.terosexu.alpeople, ,100, but their
at 1603V1 University Drive, across from the Student Union B.uilding, phone. the approaching war wl'th' th' E 'I E . "
345-8204. The yearJysubscription price is $15. commences.··' e VI' mplre ,arne didnotrest on ~hattli!=y did with their
sexorg~ns.People who are famous because
they are artists or authors or philosophers or
whatever. ' ,
To, people who are' irturderers or child
See Letter~; ,page5'.--·~
Prof. loses faith
with U.S. mili,tary
Keep sex out
of classrooms
Editor, The University News
Editor, The University News:
_ Sincerely,
" ,James H. Maguire
Associate Professor of English
.... Ouf&About
Talk.Talk's third LPslrong hlsybtleties
by Tim Johns(one
Exactly where did this album come
from? To call this, release something
of a surprise would be an understate-
ment. I haw, up until now, been quite
guilty of tossing this band in amongst
the growing number of faceless "new
wave" .bands. which have emerged
since the most recent British invasion
which began with the Human
League's Dare l.p, The Colour OJ
Spring, ThlkTalk'sthird album, is by
far their best:
The album's strong points can be
found in its subtleties. There has ob-
viously been a great deal of care and'
patience invested in this album. Its
overall feel and style owe as much
to Steely Dan as it does Traffic, A big
part of the Traffic sound is explain-
ed by the fact that Steve Winwood is
featured on three of the eight tracks.
Side one begins with "Happiness
Is Easy" which has a jazzy feel to it,
something along the lines of Sade's
material. The atmosphere is relaxed
with emphasis on percussion, Steve
Winwood's organ and acoustic bass,
layers and textures build and there is
an underlying tension.
"I Don't Believe in You;' the next
track, again has the cocktail feel.
Producer Tim Friese-Greene's piano
wanders in and among the deep bass
and glistening accoustic guitar of
Robbie Macintosh. It is a comfor-
table sound.
, The first single from the ablum is
"Life's What You Make It" and it is
appealing from the beginning. Crisp
percussion mixes with it. deep piano variophon.
line which actually serves as the bass "Living In Another Worlo" opens
line. David Rhodes, who is known side two. It has a rich sound
for his session guitar work for Blanc- highlighted by Mark Feltham's har-
mange and others, lays down some monica, which cuts through the ar-
fine Knopfler-tinged guitar licks. rangement like many guitar solos.
Like "Time It's Time" (which comes The song moves along on a thick bass
later in the album) it draws the line, intricate percllssion and Steve
listener into the arrangement, pick- Winwood's organ. It's a great
ing up various goodies which aren't combination.
obvious upon first listening.' It's a "Give It Up" relics on -a heavy
great choice for a single and I'm told organ lead-the feel is familiar-a
that the accompanying VIdeo is' Motown sort of mood which evolves
fantastic. . ' .. " by' the time the chorus pulls itself
Side one closes with "April 5th'\' together, only to disappear again.
a downtempo drift of sorts featuring, .Robbie Macintosh's dobro-is featured
sparse backing accornpaniment.. on this somewhat melancholy track.
dobra,' organ and the irlteresting . \ The album's highlight is its last
song, "Time It's'Time','. Its rhythm
is hypnotic-instantly alluring and
comforting.1bgether· with. Mark
iIollis' soothing vocal, it is easy to
'get carried away---until the bridge
-and chorus roll around. The tension
.'that dominated "Happiness Is Easy"
returns', with the haunting
background vocals which .soar above
Hollis' own nasal wavering vocals.
The simple .bass rhythm pattern
which started the song is joined by
a healthy dose of acoustic rhythm
guitar and the melodica. It is a big
production which cuts out when the
next verse starts up, only to begin
again. It builds and falls, and builds
oncemore this way until a bright
keyboard melody. carries the song to .'
its end. ..
The Colours OJ Spring is in no
way arip-tem-up no-holds-barred
party album. It is introspective, both
ID its feel and its lyrics, which deal
with troubled relationships and some
of the darker sides of life. It is very
textured, sophisticated and well-
composed, with some of the same
endearing elements which' have
characterized the works of Steely
Dan, Traffic and Roxy Music. If you
.have liked Talk Talk albums in the
past, you will be pleased. If you
haven't listened to Talk Talk.albums
in the past, you should give this one
a chance, •••
Rating system: four thumbs-up is
ncar perfect; four thumbs-down is
unbearable.
Ga1en.dE.l---.;.-----...;..;.....----------
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Addressing the homosexual issue spoke down of the Idaho tY,that the majority of Idahoans
Continued from page' 4, Cong' .rats frats raised in the Feb. 19 issue, I have not Legislature's action in proposing a support his point of view. I don't
molesters, that activityis normal and been able to understand how time law which would deny Idaho think this is true. Mr. Lyon questions
natural to them but not to the test and time again I continue to. hear teachers the right to teach homosex- in his column just who the legislators
of society. Homosexual behavior is Editor, The University News: that homosexuality is now _a sane uality as an alternative lifestyle. The are representing. Mr. Lyon, don't
considered normal only to homosex- alternative. The University News' editorial stated tlJat the proposed you know?
uals and misguided liberals who con- TheASBSU Stultent Living Com- editorial referred to it as an option legislation overlooks the great It is, ,after all, the responsibility of
• .• '1 I'b . . 'm-,'tt'ee extends the,'r c'ongratulations f h .' Wh th h' h . • f 1 T 1fuse the issue With CIVI I ertles or O,C,O)(:~, e er a .; OIce, an .•u!!'_a..'! '!!..rtue 0 tC.era."lce•• c.er:mce cach kgislator. to ciiii.:;Hegislation
freedom or whatever. I WOUldn't to the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. alternative or an option, homosex- is one thing, but ignorance of our which benefits their'respective com-
want children taught by homosexuals for winning the Nestle Quik National· uality is a sickness. Whichever word God-given responsibilities is another. munities, establishes the morals their
any more than I would want them Milk Carton sculpture contest. The you want to use, it requires of the The legislators who are proposing constituents ask for and which
taught by child molesters or fraternityls opting for the cash prize human being to make some kind of such legislation and those who Sup- manages the monieswith which their
murderers, . because children are rather than a spring break trip, as the a decision. Speaking strictly from a port it are fulfilling their duties ac- respective districts contribute in
vulnerable and need protection. $10,000 cash prize could help them male point of view, that decision cording to both the word of God and taxes. It is a little selfish of Mr. Lyon
That, by the way, is' exactly the set up a trust Jund fOr a down pay- would be whether to have sexual in- their own consciences. I feel more to infer in the last paragraph of his
reason I feel the drinking age should ment on a badlY needed new house. tercourse with the human vagina or needs. to be done, however. If column that the State of Idaho can
be raised to 21. Children and young' invoivCliicnL' in cxtracurricular ac- with the humanartus. A real sane homosexuality is not illegal in Idaho, do without the representation of the, ".
people need protection from hann- tivities such as this provide thrill and decision to say the least. it ought to be. outlying regions of the state, They
flil influences. There are more than excitement in the life of a student, The, human anus is a terminal The University News editorial also are paying the same taxes you and
rights to consider. We should also as well as prolIloting the university, point for the human excretory sPoke on the topic orAIDS, that I paY,are under the same governor
consider wrongs,'and I do believe it Keep up the great workl· . system. To insert the male penis in AIDS· is not God's judgement' on and .are. under the same laws. So
is wrong to allow teenagers to go out the same place that the human feces homosexuals. Yes, heterosexuals are they, in ' all. interests, should be
and kill themselves drinking on the Mary Osborn, passes is pure sickness-a gross contracting AIDS, but the initiators represented. It is their right to be
highway. These 'two laws..-raising Senator at Large sickness at that. Goddesign~ no of the disease were homosexuals. represented. '
the drinking age and barring Student Living Committee role whatsoever for the anus in sex. The disease is spreadiitgbecause Who do they represent, Mr.
homosexuality in the classroom-are ASBSU The human anUs doesn't produce the. mankind, God's creation, isignor- lyon? .•I think we'll find out this
two things we could do to protect natural lubricants that the humail ing its responsibilities concerning November.I'm willing to bet that at
young' people •. The opposition' is God ..s·.ay· s no vagina produces under sexual h()mosexuals., The Bible says that least 80 p:ercent of the incumbents
coming from people who are protec- stimulatiori. For two men to bepllS- homoseJl:ualityis punishable by are r<:.:elected. Why? Because they
ting their own interests. sionatelykissing one an.other just" death. IfYI.'Udon't believe me read '. are representing the interests of the
Editor,. The University News:. _ turns my stomach inside out. Ican't itfor yourSelf. Our laws inthiscoun- majority' of .Idahoans. Maybe. not
speak from a woman's point of view, try must becbanged and enforced if everyone's interests, but the interests
but I have had numerous women AIDS is to be stopped. Anymedical ,of ,the. majority are being "
speak: to me with disdainful opposi-'solution will beinsuffjcl~nt andtoo . rCpresented.WeUve in a democracy,
. tion in. regards .to.lesbian activity •. late ,.for 'us .aU: •.···Bravo., to' ,our' remember'/·.The·majority rUles:
TbeoptionS, the choices; the alter- .. legislatorS for gettingth~6au rolling.'
natives are just not theie for the san.e Of Steve LYOn's Feb. 26 column;
huma,nbeing. . it's obvioUS to me that Mr. Lyon
The' University, !'ieW$ . ~torill1.b,eliev~It~eIB9b~~in.themajOri •.•... "
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Wednesday, March 12
ASBSU elections, through March
13.
David Copperfield, Morrison
Center,S and 8 p.rn.
Thursday, March 13
SPB Medieval Film Festival. El
Cid, SUB Ada Lounge, 7 p.m.
ASBSU elections
Friday, March 14
Rocky Mountain Medieval and
Renaissance Association's Medieval
Culture Conference, through March
IS, SUB.
Carol Bachelder
Letters to the editor should be
typed, double-spaced and no
longer than SOOwords. The let-
ters must be signed alld a
telephone .·number provided for
our verification· procedures.
Theater Arts production, The
Lion in Winter, SPEC, 8:15 p.m.
Alumni Association, Top Ten
Scholars Banquet, IB&T Center,
·Crystal Ballroom, 6:30 p.rn,
after 5:30 p.m. March 14·for
information.
Sunday; March 16 .
Tuesday, March 18
Comet Halley viewing, J/.t mile up
Black's CreekRoad, 4:30-5:30 a.m.,
weather permitting. Call 385-3775
after 5:30 p.m, March 17 for
information.
Wednesday, March 19
Anthropology Club slide presen-
tallon on American Samoa, by Dr.
T. Virginia Cox, Ada Lounge, 7:30
.p.rn.
Construction Specifications In-
stitute Trade Show, Pavilion.
HERS/West, Cheryl Shurtleff,
Women hi Art, SUB Clearwater
Room, 1:30 p.m.
I
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SPB Medieval Film Festival, The
Saturday, March 15 Seventh Seal, SUB Ada Lounge, 7
p.m.
Theater Arts production, T!l.e,', Comet Halley viewing, J/.t mile up
Lion in Winter, SPEC, 8:15 p.m .• .Black's Creek Road; 4:30-5:30 a.m.,
SPB Medieval Film fl1s.tiv,al,. weather' permitting. Call 385-3775
Brother Sun, Sister Moon. SUB Big after 5:30 p.m, March 15 for
Four Room, 7 p.m:·~:'· 'information.
Idaho Theater for Youth"
Charlotte's Web, Morrison Ce'ntci'Monday, March 17
Stage II, 7 p.rn. .,. ..
Comet Halley viewlng,' ]4'mile'tip "St. Patrick's Day
Black's Creek Road, 4:30-5:30 a.m., '
weather permitting. Call 385-3775
After reading the editorial "Opi- '
nion" in the Feb. 19 issue of The.
University lveWs; I Jelt a ·.little .
agitated. Then,after reading Steve
Lyon's column in the Feb.' 26 issue
of The UniversityNews, I felt com-
pelled .to write. .
. . .",' -,.~~t
Medieval films 011-'
SPB will present a medieval film
festival March 13, 15 and 16. '
El Cid, starring Charlton Heston
and Sophia Loren, win be, snown
March 13:The film is about the 11th
century. Spanish leader who united
his countrymen to fight off Islamic
invaders. '
Brother Sun, Sister Moon, Zef-
firelli's film about St. Francis of
Assissi, will be shownMarch 15. It
stars Alec Guinness, Judi Bowker
and Graham Faulkner.
The Seventh Seal; starring Max
von Sydow, Bibi Andersson and
Gunnar Bjornstrand, will be shown
March 16. Directed by lngrnar
Bergman, it portrays the search for
the meaning of life and death dur-
. ing the plague in 14th century
Europe,
All the films will be shown in the
SUB Ada Lounge and cost $2.50 for
the general public and $1 for BSU
students, faculty and staff. People
registered for The Rocky Mountain
Medieval and Renaissance Associa-
tion's Medieval Culture Conference
will receive free tickets to two of the
movies.
On-Staga-
Bouquet: Race and Rhythm
Broadway Bar: Risky Business
Crazy Horse: Thursday-Wade and
the Blades; Friday & Saturday-The
Mystics
Hennessy's: Kevin Kirk & Sally
Tibbs
Mingle's: The Uninvited
Pengilly's: John Hansen
The River: Bates Motel
Red Lion Downtowncr: Iron and the
Movies
Sandpiper: Rob Harding
Tom Gr"iney's: l-I~artbreak Radio
Victor's': -Dee Anderson & Mariah,
after al?erforJ11a~ce by hypnotist
Robert Mack.;,,'.
.'._--, ... - ._ ..... _ ..~:--,. -.,.\---_ ..
.... Sincereli,-- .
'. Michael Kruse
>, "BSOStuden(
The Unlvemty'NtWs '5'
of works in d~
by Cary Driskell
The University News
.,
he art department has
experienced growth and
success in the past 10
years.according to Pro-
fessor Howard Huff.
Dept. Chairman Dr. Louis Peck said
this growth is in the overall size of the
department as well as the number of
students enrolled in various art
classes.
The department offers 70 different
classes for BSU students, including
photography, sculpture, drawing,
painting, printmaking, design,
ceramics and others. Classes are
available for students who are not
necessarily interested in learning an
artistic skill, but perhaps want to
learn how to view art in a more ap-
preciative manner, as in the intro-
duction to art' class. There are also
graduate level classes available. The
department offers three majors; art,
pre-architecture and art-secondary
education.
"I think we have an outstanding
art department. Iam very proud of'
the department and the faculty. It's
a good group to work with. We have
good rapport with other departments
and with central administration. We
have a staff that is really dedicated
to the student and to teaching, and.
I think it's this dedication and good
Junior 'art major Donald Broroby shaves a bit of excess clay off the bottom of his latest piece of work.
teaching that is primarily responsible
for the growth of the department. It
'seems to be a well-balanced depart-
ment with the teachers getting
degrees from different schools com-
ing from different geographical loca-
tions and having enough variation in
their artistic backgrounds to offer the
students the choice. Ithink this is im-
portant:' Peck said.
'/)
eck said there are cur-
, rently about 380 art rna-
, jors, with a total number
of enrollees at about
2,600 last semester. He
alsosaid-that many of the art majors
made this choice for personal enrich-
ment. "I think an awful lot of
students take art because of a per-
sonal interest, a personal desire. I
think a lot of the students that are
general art majors aren't as interested
in employment as they are in
enriching their life, and doing
. something that is gong to be
beneficial and rewarding to them;'
Peck said.
He said that for most students, it
is generally not lucrative. "If your
thing is bucks, then art is probably
not your thing. But if it's finding a
type of work that you can be really
happy with, this may be it. You have
to get your reward. from something
besides dollars. Although, some of
them (graduates) do quite well in
advertising design. And most of these
Luther Hartshorn removes the moisture from a
few sheets of paper in preparation for printing.
Professor Jolul Klilmaster intently prepares-the appropriate color mixture ,for work on a painting In progress during a recent art clBSS~ Pal
I. "., ,
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epartment
people (faculty) are making their liv-
ing in education. But it can be tough.
Whether you make your living at it
or not, it will enrich .whatever you
decideto do:'
A majority of graduates go into
advertising design and related fields,
Peck said. Some also go into educa-
tion, he said, but in the last several
years, that has slowed.
Peck said the department is utiliz-
ing its existing facilities to nearly their
full potential, and if and when the
department does expand, it will pro-
bably be in the master of fine arts
program,
Few classes ha.ve been cutas a result of fundingcuts, Peck said. Someevening classes in, pho-tography have' been
limited, however. These limitations,
photography Professor Howard Huff
said, were the result of lack of space,
but if a student's schedule is flexible,
there is generally a way to get around
the problem. "We haven't been
directly cut, but we are on the verge
of needing new equipment to replace
equipment that is wearing out, and
we're not sure where that money is
going to come from:' he said.
The photography program had
about 200 students last semester, and
Huff said many of the students are
non-traditional students from the
community. He said one of the
reasons for this is that many people
have quality photography gear, and·
want to learn to use, it to its full
capabilities.
The program was started in 1967,
. with one section and a total of five
students. "It has come a long, long
way since then:' Huff said.
Huff said students who have
decided they were interested in learn-
ing the approach at BSU have done
well when applying for graduate
schools elsewhere. "We take a creative
approach, rather than a vocational
one. We don't train people to take
commercial photography, portraits.
This artistic approach is at much
more of a personal satisfaction level.
The people that do go on to graduate
schools-e-we have had very good suc-
cess with them getting accepted, in-
cluding some of the major ones:' he
said. . ,
There are seven classes offered 'in
photography, a majority dealing with
black and white photography.
Huff said that the students who
are committed to learning
photography, and go on to advanc-
ed level classes, have enjoyed a lot of
success in competitive exhibitions
and shows. "We really have enjoyed
~·mure·thaIT'our fair share of success,"
he said. "Sometimes we have had the
students get in a competiJionuJld a
faculty member won't make it."
First-year graduate student Cathy Root concentrates while trimming the foot, which presents the piece aesthetically.
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ASBSU,,,iorkvalued
Milch Miller I UnIversity News
BSU truck driving student Marle'ne Bass~Upractices her semi-driving skills durlng a runinthe stadium p~rk-
ing lot. The course, offered through Yo-Teeh, gives students hands-on experience in maneuvering the big rigs.
'Teachers
Continued from page 1.
port Wheeler and Collins. Tho more
petitions, one for Wheeler and one
for Collins; have been circulated ask-
ing the administration to reconsider
the decision.
Donna Batazzo, a teacher educa-
tion student, said, "the department
as a whole is good, and Iwould sup-
port any professor who I felt was ex-
ceptional, or an asset to the
university"
Students have posted leaflets say-
ing that 60"percent of the special
education department has been ask-
ed to resign and they want to know
why.
"Imagine a teacher that you
thought was the best that you have
ever had, and then you find out they
were asked to resign:' Sheri Lockart,
another student in the department,
said.
Wheeler said she has tried to work
things out according to the universi-
-.y's policies described in the faculty
handbook. She also said she' has
"never known anyone to be asked to
resign from their position because bf
it (01):'
Collins said that "there is a lot of
resistance (to) using effective, well.
demonstrated methods:' but she said
she hopes that the problem can even-
tually be worked out.
The direct instruction approach,
which was developed by Siegfried
Englemann at the University of Il-
linois, is a method of teaching which
controls the details of what happens
between students and teachers, and
allows more information to be taught
in a shorter period of time. Making.
Schools Work, by Robert Benjamin,
describes a: program of direct lnstruc-
tion in which teachers are provided
with extensive training a'n,d;.are'not
allowed to deviate from the,program.
The book says the program derives
from the nature of the skills to 'be
mastered, not the nature of the ln-
dividual, as .with some other
methods. It also said that direct in-
struction "has consistently delivered
what other programs usually just
promise:'
. ", '.
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by David Becli:man'
The UniversityNews
Most ASBSU presidents are non-
traditional students who spend up to
40 hours per week performing
various duties of the office, not coun-
ting the required full-time class load
he or she must maintain.
For this effort, the president
garners leadership experience, learns
how to work with others within a
governmental process, and receives a
monthly stipend' called a' "service
.award" of $4S0,Vice. President of
Student Affairs David Taylor said ..
Current ASBSU President Richard
Jung, 31, said most of the benefits
one receives as an ASBSU office
holder are intangible, but the ex-
perience is invaluable.
, "I chair 8 or 9 different commit-
tees. 1 have met and worked with
several different people, which gives
you a good sense of negotiation. The .
job requires that you become a
diplomat:' Jung said.
As president, Jung said he is re-
quired to carry only three credit
hours to maintain the mandatory
full-time status.' although full-time
fees must be paid. Jung, a theater
arts major who plans to graduate in
July, said he is taking 16 hOUrSthis
semester.
Past ASBSU presidents have gone
on to distinguish themselves, both
academically and 'in later careers,
Taylor said. '
Mike Hoffman, ASBSU President
1977-78, was selected as a Rhodes
Scholar and now writes scripts for
the stage and screen, Taylor said. He '
said Hoffman, a Payette native, now
spends most of his time in London,
England.
Only $12.50 for a two-
Item. 16" pizza and
four servings of Coke'"
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: March 19
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Rob Perez was the AsBSU Presi-
dent during 1978·79, and he Is now -
employed by Idaho First National
Bank as an Assistant Vice-President
for Corpomte Banking.
Perez said the feeling of being of
service to people was one he did not
forget.
"Any experience you have where
you have to feel responsible for
others has to be beneficial:' Perez
said. .
Sally Thomas, who presided over
the BSU student body in 1980-81,ob-
tained her doctorate at Columbia
University and nowworks for Case
Western Reserve Company, Taylor
said.
Steve, Jackson, ldst year's presi-
dent, is currently pursuing a com-
munication degree, and has. been
helpful to the current ASBSU ad-
ministration, student senator Valerie
Mead said.
A look at the past history of
ASBSU presidents shows that many
started in studentgovernment service
as a vice-president or a senator, Mead
said.
Senators, whose governmental
work-load is not. as heavy as the
president, must maintain certain
standards as well, sire said. In order
to fulfill full-time status as a student,
a senator must carry six credit hours
per semester and maintain a. 2.25
cumulative grade point average.
The monthly non-taxable service
award for a senator is $150, ASBSU
Treasurer Brenda Jo Chiles said. She'
said the monthly service award paid .
to the ASBSU vice-presidents and
treasurer is $350, president pro-tem
receives $175, executive assistants
receive $225, and ASBSU lobbyists
receive.$200 monthly.
Only $8.25 for a two-
Item, 12" pizza and
two servings of Coke'"
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: March 19
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Couri$elo.rsprescribe drama
by Dominique D. Oldfield
The University News
The .Counseling Center, in
cooperation with the Theater Depart-
merit, is operating a program on bet-
tering social skills,through the use of
role-playing and drama, according to
Trish Elledge, professor of theater
arts, and Jim Nicholson, counseling
center director.
The objective of this course, accor-
ding to Elledge, is "to make people
aware of' themselves and obtain
workable personal processes so they
can reach their goals:' Theater can be
looked at as therapy as well as enter-
tainment, she said.
Elledge referred to the course as
"psycho-drama" because it was
established to help people overcome
difficulty in social skills, such as talk-
ing on the phone, fear of heights, or
losing oneself in a large crowd.
Nicholson said the advantages of
this program are its preventitive ap-
proach,through which people can
deal with their area of difficulty
. before it evolves into a more serious
problem, its group context that
stimulates real life situations in which,
support from group members is
essential and its combination of
theater arid psychology which
develops confidence and balance
within the group.
The purpose of this program is to
build confidence by developing a
script of a particular problem and
applying it in a role-playing situation
until one has the confidence to deal
with it in a real-life situation,
Nicholson said. This program is
designed for healthy people wanting
to improve their social skills, he said.
The two areas that the theater and
psychology departments want to irn-
prove are: impression, manage-
ment-the process of picturing the
situation the way you wish to see it
done and then going through the
situation-and systematic desensi-
tization-the process of approaching
socialfears step by step, Nicholson'
said.
The program hasreceived a $3,300
grant from the Research and
Development Center for the pilot
program, Nicholson said.
Students were selected by a survey
of interest. Since this is a pilot pro-
ject, the students do not receive
credit socommitment is of great im-
portance, Elledge said.
Nicholson and Elledge said if the
pilot project is successfulit may lead
to a course in psycho-drama.
The program will help students
deal with' their problems and teach
them how to meet' them head on,
Elledge said, adding that it is possi-
'ble to learn about oneself "through
self-assessment"
Anthro review calls for papers
by Russell Gould
The University News.
March 15 is the deadline for sub- .
mitting papers to be published in An-
throBSU: Student Papers, according
to Anthropology Club President
Kendall House.
Oneneed not bean anthropology
major to submit a paper, House said,
adding that the papers may be
redrafts of papers prepared for
previous or current classes or may be
developed independently.
House said this is the first issue of
AnthroBSU. and it is being publish-
ed by the BSU Anthropology Club.
Anthropology professor Mark
Plew, who is a member of the review
committee, said the publication was
initiated to "increase the An-
thropology Club profile:' Paper.'
topics may deal with any aspect of
anthropology-cultural, physical,
Iinguistics-oriented or archaeological,
Plew said.
Papers should follow the
American Antiquity style sheet and
should be no longer than 25 pages
with bibliography. Three to five
papers will be included in the
'publication, Plew said.
A reviewcommittee, consisting of
anthropology professors T. Virginia
Cox, Max Pavesic, Plew and two
students, will judge submissions on '
quality of content and composition, .
Plew said, adding that acceptance'
may be provisional to tedraft changes
advised by the editor. .
_ Plew said the publication will
allow students to experience the
development stage and editing pro-
cedures that are involved with sub-
mitting a paper to a scholarly jour-
nal. He said that one need not be a
junior or senior to submit a paper;
"We encourage papers from all
levels:' he said. .
This is the first publication of its
type that has been sponsored by the
Anthropology Club, which is one of
the oldest clubs on campus, Plew '
said, adding that he hoped the col-
lection would be published annually.
For further information, or to sub-
, '~It it 'paper, contact Plew at the
. Sociology, Anthropology and
Criminal' Justice Administration 'of-
fici: on the second floor in the library.
• GREAT FOOD
• COCKTAILS
• LATE 'NIGHT ACTION
601' MAIN IN OLD BOISE
Students Interact in program combining drama and role-playing to develop'
social skills. If successful, the pilot project may develop into a class.
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CASH FOR TAX REFUNDS
. We will buy your tax refund now!!
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
FOR YOUR MONEY!
Before you file your tax returncall
THE MONEYT'REE'
375·2274
.41 •• 41 ..
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Gyrnnlsts'el1thusiasrn brings .win,llewr~cord
by Chris Walton
The University News
., Stephen J. Grant! University News
Freshman Kelly King perrorm~ a reverse -pianciJ in the meet SlIturday .
.. ,~
Men's Basketball Results 1985-86
nate O,Jponenl Resull nate Opponent Resoll
Nov. 22 Lewis-Clark State L 56-69 Jan. 18 at Idaho W 61-55
Nov. 23 Idaho State ,W 58-56 Jan. 24 Montana Stale W 73-70
Nov. 27 at Eastern Washington L6O-66 Jan. 25 Montana L 61-75
Nov. 30 Metropolitan State W 71-60 Jan. 30 at Northern Arizona L 42-78
Dec. 6 Mesa W 91-71 Feb. I at Nevada-Reno L 60-66
Dec. 9 Washington L 55-74 Feb. 7 Weber State W 67·64
Dec. 12 at Oregon State L 58·60 Feb. 8 Idaho State W 73-68
Dec. 14 at California-Irvine L74-87 Feb. 12 U.S. Internatlonal IV 106-82
Dcc.20 Texas-Arlington W 71-64 Feb. 15 Idaho L 58-61
Dec. 21 Chicago State L 59-63 Feb. 21. 01 Montana L 76-91,
Jan. 2 at Portland L 62-64 Feb. 22 at Montana Stale L 65-95
Jan, 4 Eastern Washington W 68-56 Feb. 28 Nevada-Reno W 81-63
Jan, 10 at Idaho Slate L 49-72 Mar. I Northern Arizona W 58-52
Jan, II "t·Webe: State L 39·45 Mar. 6 Weber Slate L 76-79
W'hata're .students .say-
ing about Papa Joes?
-"Can't beat the $2 pitchers"
-"I've had both the sandwiches
andthe pizza-Tastes great!!"
-"They're located so close to
campus, makes for a nice, quick
IU8Ch break!"
-"Great Party Place!','
"BSU's '
PIZZA EATERY"
Stephen J. Granl/ Unlverslly News
Dawn Shutz, sophomore, stretches to complete a scale on tlie balance beam
during competition Saturday against the University of Montana squad.
Bowlerwins,
advances
to tourney
Jackie Thomas, a member of the
BSU women's bowling team, won the
all-events title at the ACU-I Region
14 tournament held recently in
Pullman, Wash.
The win entitles her to compete in
the ACU-I Intercollegiate National
Championships in Orange County,
Calif. April 5-8. . .,
There she will compete with 24
regional winners from across the'
United States to advance to the,
World Cup in Copenhagen, Den-
mark in October. ' , '
Compiling a 1,722 score in nine
games fot a 191 average in the all-
events, Thomas also won the three-
game singles event with a 632 series
and a 210 average.
Thomas has been a member of the
BSU bowling team for two years and
is a sophomore Vo:rcch student ma-
joring in business machine
technology.
The
White House
Fellowships
'; ,
Posters proclaiming "Set a new
record" "Go senior" and other '.
slogan~decorated the BSU gym-.
nastics team's practice gym last week,
and the enthusiasm paid off'
Saturday.
The squad topped the University
of Montana Saturday, setting a new
school record with 17'7.55 points.
The U of M squad 'finished with
174.15.
BSU's score topped the aid record
of 176.7, set earlier this season.
The win improved the team's
record to 17-8 overall and 7-0 in
Mountain West Athletic Conference
competition. ,
Tina Smith won the floor exercise
.with a school record 9'.55,while Cassi
Harlow placed second with a 9.3 and
Connie Lavertu third at 9;25.
Tracy Trumbo tied for second in
the vault competition at 9.1, while
Kelly Zerfas tied for second on the
lralance beam with an 8.9."
Harlow .placed second on the
-uneven parallel bars with an 8.95,
while Karle Kunkler finished third at '
8.75. .
Harlow was also third all-around
with 35.5 points.
Season ends with loss
Weber downs Broncos,
79-76, in final game play
by Chris Walton
.The University News
Walt 'TYlerof WSC led all scorers
with 32 points. '
Childs' 18 led the Broncos, while
Kelvin Rawlins, Jeff Kelley and Craig
Spjute each added 10 points.
Rawlins led with 10 rebounds,
followed by John Martin with six and
Kelley and Childs with five apiece.
Childs also had four assists.
The game marked the last of the
collegiate careers of seniors Rawlins,
Spjute and Roland Smith. ' ,
The Broncos finished at 12-16 for
the season, the first losing campaign
in head coach Bobby Dye's three
years at BSU.
The Montana State University
Bobcats won the conference title over
the University of Montana 82-77 in
Saturday's final, earning the right to
meet St. John's University in the first
round of the NCAA tournament.
Today's job market is a real jungle. Everyone
wants experience, but no one's willing to give it. The'
Army's different. "
A unique opportunity' Consider this: if you invest justtwo years in the
for outstanding Americans A Id h I b
- early in their careers to ' rmy, you cou come out wit va uat le experience
work for a year at .in a skill of your choice. ' , " ,','
lID! the highest levels of, The Army has awealrh of two-year skills to
This Coupon Good .tor the Federal Government choose from. Skills in Armor, Engineering, ,Com-
munications, and more. Many of these skills have'$2 'C)'" F'F: ON For moreInformatlon: civilian job applications. So you won't go into the
I " ' ,".,' ,. ' ,'" 344·P,apaThe President's Commission on interview empty-handed.. " . ,.,. " .
While House Fellowships . Don't stall. Take off in a new direction with a
.;-; ,»<. ANY, PIZZA ~;sl~~~~~~.'6~~~·2~5~1two-year Army enlisrmentCall ypur. {OcalArmy
-::/,'/,'";:j',>,, '. ," " (202)395.4522" Recruiterfordetails. ; r) '", ,
OPEN '7 bAYS A.WEEK- 1301 Capitol ARMtBEALLYOUcAN'IIE~'
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\Veber State College's Alan Camp"
bell sank a three-point basket at the
final buzzer Thursday, handing the
Bronco basketball squad a 79-76 loss
in the first round of the Big Sky Con-
ference post-season and ending the
BSU season.
Down 74-69 with just 1:38remain-
ing in the game, the Broncos rallied
back as freshman guard Chris Childs
scored seven straight points, tying the
score at 76-76 on a three-point basket
with 10 seconds left.
After WSC called a timeout, the
ball went to Campbell, who dribbled
to midcourt, spun around the guard
of Childs and gunned' the winning
25-footer, the buzzer sounding just
as the ball left his hands.
TWO YEARS ItiTHEARMY
COULD 'GET YOUR ,CAREER.' ,", .ROLLI MG. " I
f" ", ',,4,,I,
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Buster Buddies Robin Lee Grube.
VE, DtJ :rICED? IT'S
IMPOSSIBLE TO LISTEN TO
REGGA~ ON A HORSEMAN
AND WALK AT TI-JE:'
SAME. TIME!
51000OFf. ,.
An,y'Birkenstock sandle.eve~ spec\al order
(except synthetic or children s)
ACROSS 34 Piece 01 land:
pl.
1 Prohibits 36 Moslem prayer
5 Hit lightly leader
8 High 37 Caustic
12Way out substance
13Transgress 38 Paid notice
14 Name for 39 Youn\Jgirls
Athena 42 Strikes
15Century plant 46 Encourage
16 Diocese 47 Chinese .
17Average pagoda
18 Hate 49 Kiln
20 Rely on . 50 Apportion
22 Greek letter 51 Antlered animal
23 Father 52 Fork prong -
24 Edible seeds 53 Winged
27 Entered In the 54 River In
books Scotland
31 Grain 55 Killed
32 Ells
33 Kind 01 pension
lund: Inll.
ANSWER
TO
LAST·
WEEK'S
PUZZLE
DOWN 26 Devoured
1 Trinket 27 Withstood
2 Bar on which 28-0bscure
wheels turn 29 PeriOd01 time
3 Disturbance 30 Obstruct
4 Soaks 32 Keen
5 Trial 35 Expert
6 Exist 36 Imbeciles
7 Foretasts 38 'Part 01 "to be" .
8 Deal secretly 39 Tibetan priest
9 Toward shelter 40 Son 01 Adam
10'Spare 41 Bristle
11 Alight 42 Japanese beer
19 Spanish lor 43 Shadow: sl.
"yes" 44 Anglo-Saxon
21 God 01 love slave
23 Stitched 45 Cook slowly
24 Parent: colloq. 48 Beverage
25 Organ 01
hearing
I I
'.i
"
Help Wanted
).""€Z'ass:tpeai
. . ..... ,- ..,
Steve and Carol: Thanks, Happy birthday, Mom and ' non~Sinoker. A great deal
for bankrolling my.tripthis welcome, Chawee. Both at$140.00 amonth!! In-
coming break. I am looking belated. eludes all utilities and
forward -to seeing .ycu. phone! Call us today at
Love ya, Cary. "Kathy: .You're a great 322-8932 (or 345-5~11.)
friend. I'm going to miss
you a lot. Keep the hopes
up and everything will work
out. Loveya, Babs.
DREAM JOB"Sell Con-
tempojewelryat parties; no
investment, flexible hours,
high income, lots of fun!
Call Kellieat 345,.2594 for
informatiori (leave mes-
sage.)
',' Free' ,DANA: You area SUPER-
GREAT friend!! California
HERE WE COME!! Love,
Lisa.
SKI,~
SAlT
LAKE!' .AJr .'
£.....---•. ' "<.-: .-
S17PER PERSOIll
A NIGHT
based on dOlJble occupancy
(2 people-2 beds)
• 7 major resorts within 45 minutes
01 hotel .~
• Free covered parking
• Great downtown location close
to shopping. restaurants. entertain-
rnent, NBA basketball
Ski rentals available
.
(g.~,9~~:'~
(eJftlllllt ANKlHT
@lIblll ~~;~~~~~t~~'
Free soap for .
all BSU
students
at
BOSTON SUBURB LIVE·
IN WANTED, for child Mom & Dad: I'm selling
care/housekeeping. Starts my car, buying a motorcy-
by July 1. Call even- cle, having fun and staying
in g s / w ee k en d s . out of trouble. Your loving
1;.617-784-7538. ' sonl P.S. Thanks for the
money.
For Sale
1976Honda 550 4 cylinder,
good condition with half
ferring and luggage rack.
$700.00 .. Call Phil at
345-1944.
. .~','
',. ,""
,Sunshine
LaundryPersonals
Listen, SUB pop-machine
fillers: How about getting
Dr. Pepper! or at least
(God forbid) Mr. Pibb!
D.P. fans have feelings,
too. From a dedicated D.P.
fan who hates Cherry
Coke!
KHS.I hope you're all hav-
ing a wonderful time and
keeping up that spirit. Miss
you. Your favorite BSU
student. XOXO. P.S.Wen-
dy, I'm waiting for a letter.
Thank you, Lisa. Igot your
news today.
In ulih "all colltd; durin.: buslness heurs
355·2961. ()ulsldr Utah ull tull tree
1-800·211.3151.
Wanted
50C washers
Three female roommates to
share our 5 bedroom, 2
bath house. Ready to move
in around April 4th. Look-
ing for honest, responsible
and fairly tidy gals. Prefer
H a.m, to 5 p.m,
Monday thru Friday
~ .
.~
Karl American Plasma
'----'T-"CC •• , ...... ,.Opn9r Center., -....-'
WANTS YOU TO BE A LIFESAVER
AND GET PAID R IT!/-
. f
\\ f
American Plasma Donor Center
102·1 Broadway Ave.
TUES .. FRI.. & SAT. 8:30 . 5:30
WED. 10:00 . 6:00
CLOSED MaN .. THlJRS .. & SUN.
YOGT
John
RITHERI_TON
AS.SU PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT
$'-
qualified for the iobl.most
¥ VOTE 'MARCH 12 -13
(This ad paid for by the Communication Students Organization.)
Send your letters to Spud Mackenzie P.O. Box 2038 Boise Id 83702
SENIORITAVILLEI'
That's ladies night in our fabulous new Dance Bar from 4 PM. to
closing ... Housewines, wine coolers or champagne
YOUR CHOICE 51.25
JUMBO ORIGINAL
MEXICAN SPECIALTY DRINKS 51.99 Draft Beer (14 oz.) 95<:
DEAR BBB, Yes, Lhavc
one suggestion: Quit
wasting time writing Ictters
and have a' partyl . Ingre-
dients: . You\, good
friends some mun-
chies and plenty of ice
cold BUDLIGHTlAfter
all; I should know a good
party. I've been thrown out
of some of.the very best,
DEAR SPUDS, Con-
gratulations 011 being in-
ducted to the BUD LIGHT
COLLEGE HALL OF
FAME!Irealizeyou arc the
Original Party Animal, but
i and several good friends
would like to follow in your
footsteps. (pawprints1).
Any suggestions?
Bored Bunch in Boise
.r----....._":
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